
Population Projections Workshop

Creating Scenarios in DAPPS



UN WPP: Projection Variants for Jamaica

http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Graphs/DemographicProfiles/

http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Graphs/DemographicProfiles/


UN WPP Projection Variants



Creating Scenarios

1. Decide what components to have alternate 
scenarios

1. Fertility

2. Mortality

3. Migration (what type?)

2. Develop alternative trajectories
1. Use different inputs

2. Vary some of the parameters (e.g. asymptotes)

3. Have a target date for a value



Creating Scenarios: Fertility

 TFRLGST

 Lower asymptote: 2 vs 2.1 vs 1.7?

 Upper asymptote: high TFR + 0.5 or + 1.0 or something 
else?

 Vary number of inputs

 Enter only two values: Latest estimate and target date 
and value (e.g. hit 2.1 in 2025)



Creating Scenarios: Mortality

 E0PRJ

 Fixed vs. fitted model

 Increase or decrease the number of input points

 Alter the asymptotes

 Enter only two values: Latest estimate and target date 
and value (e.g. hit 80 for males in 2025)

 Much more involved research on mortality by cause 
and projecting different changes over time



Creating Scenarios: Migration

 Fit various curves to the data (logistic, linear, …)

 Vary the number of points fitted (remember the 
example of projecting U.S. migration)

 Assume that migration will change from current 
levels to some new level  in the future: 

 average of observed values for medium

 maximum for high series

 minimum for low series

 The future time could be the end of the projection 
period or before that and remain constant to the end



Creating Scenarios

Creating alternative inputs in DAPPS

 New Input (e.g. TFRs or Life Expectancies)

 Right-click “Rename” 

 Life Expectancy at Birth.2005.2050 fixed

 TFR.2005.2050 low

 For second scenario, just copy the first:

 Right-click “Save A Copy”

 Type in the modified scenario name on the end

 Copy new data over old data



Creating Scenarios

Creating alternative scenario Projections

 Projection>Create Projection...

 Enter descriptive Projection name

 Enter fuller description for the title



Creating Scenarios



Comparing Scenarios: DAPPS

We can use the ProjCompare Analysis part of 
DAPPS.  From the Projection Tab click on the 
summation sign and click on “ProjCompare.” 



Comparing Scenarios: DAPPS



Comparing Scenarios: DAPPS



Comparing Scenarios: RUP

Comparing scenarios currently requires creating 
RUP files.  We can use the following templates 
from the SUBNATIONAL subdirectory:

 RUPCOMPARE.xls: Compare two projections in 
great detail.

 RUPSTCOMPARE.xls: Compare several 
projections, but only summary measures.



Creating Scenarios: RUP

RUPCOMPARE



Creating Scenarios: RUP

RUPSTCOMPARE


